Romance Reads for teens

My Life Next Door
Fitzpatrick, H.
TEEN FIC FIT

Perfect Chemistry
Elkeles, Simone
TEEN FIC ELK

This Lullaby
Dessen, Sarah
TEEN FIC DES

Nick & Norah’s Infinite Playlist
Cohn & Levithan
TEEN FIC COH

Take Me On
McGarry, Katie
TEEN FIC MCG

Every Day
Levithan, David
TEEN FIC LEV

The Geography of You and Me
Smith, Jennifer
TEEN FIC SMI

Dare You To
McGarry, Katie
TEEN FIC MCG

The Fill-In Boyfriend
West, Kasie
TEEN FIC WES

Second Star
Sheinmel, Alyssa
TEEN FIC SHE

Looking for more romance?

Check out these websites:

11 Teen Romances to Make You Fall in Love
http://www.readbrightly.com/11-teen-romance-books
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